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ABSTRACT: Railways are usually considered to be very

large scale, infrastructure supporting systems. They are dis-

tributed. They exhibit thousands of concurrent, but highly

related (interwoven) activities. And, even without any com-

puting or communication support, railway systems function

as a result of critical interplays between railway staff, users

and railway (and other, technological) equipment.

To develop computing systems support for railway activ-

ities requires, it is emphasised in this paper, first that the de-

velopers understand those parts of the railways which are to

be supported, we call it the domain (D); secondly that the

developers understand what support is desired, we call it the

requirements (R); and, thirdly, that the developers correctly

implement these requirements as some computing system

(S). Correctness is needed in order to deliver expected rail-

way services, to avoid failures that may lead to injury to peo-

ple or loss of property or human life. Correctness can be

expressed as a relation: D,S |= R: The computing system

implementation (S) can be shown to implement the require-

ments (R) based on assumptions made about the domain

(D). To help ensure correctness, the domain, the require-

ments and the computing system are suitably formalised.

The formal models, D,R, and S, are usually rather large

documents. For developers and clients to trust that these

formal specifications indeed do describe, what is intended,

they need be structured such that their readers can grasp

smaller parts (“a page at a time” ) and their composition.

To develop a domain description we propose to decompose

the overall development into the development of descrip-

tions of domain intrinsics, domain technologies, do-
main management & organisation, domain rules & reg-
ulations, domain human behaviour, and possibly other

domain facets.

The paper will briefly explain — and exemplify — some

of these development concepts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Domains, Requirements and Software Design

We assume the basic dogma: Before software can be de-

signed it must be requirements specified. And before re-

quirements can be expressed, an understanding of the world

in which these requirements reside, the domain, must be for-

mulated.

The software design describes how a computer (the hard-

ware) is to proceed in order to achieve stated requirements.

The requirements usually describe three things: (1) Which

phenomena of the domain shall be supported by computing

(the domain requirements); (2) which interface between the

machine (hardware + software) and external phenomena:

People, and other sensors and actuators, shall be provided

(the interface requirements); and (3) what performance,

dependability, maintenance, platform, and documentation

measures are expected (the machine requirements).

Domain descriptions are indicative: Describe the “cho-

sen world as it is”, ie. the domain — without any reference

to requirements, let alone software design. Requirements

prescriptions are putative: Prescribe what there is to be,

properties, not designs, of the machine.

Domain descriptions must describe the chosen domain

with its imperfections, not try “paint a picture” of a “world

as one would like it to be”. In this paper we shall focus on

such domain descriptions.

In this paper we only briefly touch upon the methodolog-

ical principles, techniques and tools that allow the software

developer, based on formal descriptions of the domain to

rigorously project, instantiate, extend and initialise a do-

main description “into” a domain requirements definition,

and, from domain and interface requirements definitions, to

similarly rigorously develop software architecture designs.

We cover such principles, techniques and tools in other pa-

pers, eg. [4], [6], [7], [8], and in our lecture notes1.

B. The Problem to be Addressed

In this paper we shall survey some aspects of domain en-

gineering only.

The overall problem that we are generally studying is that

of methods for the development of large scale, typically in-

frastructure component software systems.

1URL: http://www.imm.dtu.dk/˜db/TheSEBook
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Excluded from our software development method
concerns are therefore those related to the discovery, the

invention of algorithms & data structures, for well-

-delineated problems such as sorting and searching, graph

operations, fast Fourier transforms, parsing, &c. The bor-

derline between infrastructure software systems and al-
gorithms and & structures is indeed a fuzzy one — and

one that we really do not wish to further investigate here.

Suffice it to say that the infrastructure software systems
we have in mind will indeed contain many examples of al-
gorithms & data structures ! But as concerns the princi-

ples and techniques of methods — we only claim that we in-

vestigate some that are deemed applicable to infrastructure

software systems development.

C. Some Typographical Conventions

The text alternates between paragraphs which either con-

tain plain text, or characterises, or defines a

concept, which are then usually followed by paragraphs

which discuss the concept, and paragraphs which state

a principle, a technique, or a tool. We use

the delimiter to show the end of the specialised

paragraphs.

We make a distinction between characterisations and def-

initions: The former are (oftentimes necessarily) informal,

the latter sometimes formalisable.

II. DOMAIN PERSPECTIVES AND FACETS

We treat the subject of domain engineering in two parts.

First we consider the plethora of stake-holders, that is: In-

dividuals and institutions that are more-or-less interested in,

or influenced by what goes on in the domain. Then we con-

sider a concept of domain facets.

Modelling stake-holder perspectives and domain facets

takes place, during development, “concurrently”: One alter-

nates “to-and-from” iteratively.

A. Stake–holders and Stake–holder Perspectives

Railway systems are characterised by a rather large set of

diverse stake–holders. Failure of control systems are often

due to misunderstandings of their diverse views of the do-

main and the sometimes thereby conflicting requirements.

A.1 Stake-holders

Characterisation: Stake–holder. By a stake–holder we

mean a closely knit, tightly related group of either people or

institutions, pressure groups — where the “fabric” that “re-

lates” members of the group, “separates” these from other

such stake-holder groups, and from non-stake-holder enti-

ties.

Examples: Stake–holders typically include enterprise

staff: (i) owners, (ii) management (a) executive man-
agement (b) line management, and (c) “floor”, ie. op-
erations management, and (iii) workers of all kinds,

(iv) families of the above, (v) the customers of the enter-

prise, (vi) competitors, and the external, “2nd tier” stake–

holders: (vii) resource providers (a) IT resource provi-

ders2, (b) non–IT/non–finance 3, and (c) financial service

providers, (viii) regulatory agencies who oversee enterprise

operations4, (ix) local and state authorities, (x) politicians,

and the (xi) “public at large”. They all have a perspective

on the enterprise. .

Discussion: It always makes good, commercial as well

as technical, sense to incorporate the views of as many

stake–holder groups as are relevant in the software devel-

opment process. One need not refer to social, including so-

-called democratic, reasons for this inclusion. It is simply

more fun to make sure that one has indeed understood as

much of the domain (and, for that matter, as much of pos-

sible requirements) as is feasible, before embarking on sub-

sequent, costly software development phases.

The Principle of Modelling the Stake–holder Con-
cept expresses that the developer and the client, when set-

ting out on a domain description, clearly defines which

stake-holders must be recognised and duly involved in the

development.

Technique of Modelling the Stake–holder Concept:
Consider modelling each stake-holder group as a process, or

a set of processes (ie. behaviour[s]), or define suitable stake-

holder specific context and/or state components and associ-

ated (observer and generator) functions.

A.2 Stake-holder Perspectives

Characterisation: Stake–holder Perspective. By a

stake–holder perspective we mean a partial description, a

description which emphasises the designations, definitions

and refutable assertions5 that are particular to a given stake-

-holder group, or the interface between pairs, etc., of such.

Discussion: Each perspective usually gives rise to a dis-

tinct view of the domain. These views share properties.

A good structuring of the “totality” of perspectives can be

helped by suitable, usually algebraic specification language

constructs, such as possibly the class, scheme and object

constructs of the RAISE [23] Specification Language RSL
[22]. We shall presently not illustrate this point.

The Principle of Modelling the Stake–holder Per-
spective Concept expresses that the developer and the

client, when setting out on a domain description together,

suitably as part of the contract, clearly defines which stake-

-holder perspectives must be recognised and duly included

2Viz.: Computer hardware and other IT equipment, software houses, fa-
cilities management, etc.

3Viz.: Consumable goods, leasing agencies, etc.
4Viz.: Environment bureaus, financial industry authorities (eg.: The US

Federal Reserve Board), food and drug administration (eg.: The US FDA),
health authorities (eg.: The US HEW), etc., depending on the enterprise.

5Designations, definitions and refutable assertions are concepts defined
in [36].
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in the descriptions.

Example: Strategic, Tactical and Operations Resource

Management. We now present a rather lengthy example.

It purports to illustrate the interface between a number of

stake-holder perspectives. The stake-holders are here: An

enterprise’s top level, executive management (which plan,

takes and follows up on strategic decisions), its line man-

agement (which plan, takes and follows up on tactical de-

cisions), its operations management (which plan, takes and

follows up on operational decisions), and the enterprise

“workers” (who carry out decisions through tasks). Strate-

gic management here has to do with upgrading or downsiz-

ing, ie. converting an enterprise’s resources from one form

to another — making sure that resources are available for

tactical management. Tactical management here has to do

with temporally scheduling and spatially allocating these re-

sources, in preparation for operations management. Opera-

tions management here makes final scheduling and alloca-

tion, but now to tasks, in preparation for actual enterprise

(“floor”) operations.

Let R, Rn, L, T, E and A stand for resources, resource

names, spatial locations, times, enterprises (with their es-

timates, service and/or production plans, orders on hand,

etc.), respectively tasks (actions). SR, TR and OR stand for

strategic, tactical and operational resource views, respec-

tively.6 SR expresses (temporal) schedules: Which sets

of resources are either bound or free in which (pragmati-

cally speaking: overall, ie. “larger”) time intervals. TR ex-

presses temporal and spatial allocations of sets of resources,

in certain (pragmatically speaking: mode finer “grained”,

ie. “smaller”) time intervals, and to certain locations. OR
expresses that certain actions, A, are to be, or are being, ap-

plied to (parameter–named) resources in certain time inter-

vals.

type R, Rn, L, T, E

RS = R-set

SR = (T×T) →m RS, SRS = SR-infset

TR = (T×T) →m RS →m L, TRS = TR-set

OR = (T×T) →m RS →m A

A = (Rn →m RS)
∼
→ (Rn →m RS)

value

obs Rn: R → Rn

srm: RS → E×E
∼
→ E × (SRS × SR)

trm: SR → E×E
∼
→ E × (TRS × TR)

orm: TR → E×E
∼
→ E × OR

p: RS × E → Bool

ope: OR → TR → SR → (E×E×E×E) → E × RS

The partial, including loosely specified, and in cases the

6In the formalisation, take for example that of OR, ie.: OR = (T×T)
→m RS →m A = defines OR to be the type of maps ( →m ) from time pe-
riods (intervals (T×T)) into maps from sets of resources RS into actions
(A) [to be performed on these resources during the stated time interval].

These actions are partial functions (
∼
→) from argument (Rn) named sets of

resources (RS) into similarly such named results.

non-deterministic functions: srm, trm and orm stand for

strategic, tactical, respectively operations resource manage-

ment. p is a predicate which determines whether the enter-

prise can continue to operate (with its state and in its envi-

ronment, e), or not. To keep our model “small”, we have

had to resort to a “trick”: Putting all the facts knowable and

needed in order for management to function adequately into

E ! Besides the enterprise itself, E also models its environ-

ment: That part of the world which affects the enterprise.

There are, accordingly, the following management func-

tions:

Strategic resource management, srm(rs)(e,e′′′′), let us

call the result (e′,(srs,sr)) [see “definition” of the enter-
prise “function” below], proceeds on the basis of the en-

terprise (e) and its current resources (rs), and “ideally esti-

mates” all possible strategic resource acquisitions (upgrad-

ing) and/or down-sizings (divestmments) (srs), and selects

one, desirable strategic resource schedule (sr). The “estima-

tion” is heuristic. Too little is normally known to compute sr
algorithmically. One can, however, based on careful analy-

sis of srm’s pre/post conditions, usually provide some form

of computerised decision support for strategic management.

Tactical resource management, trm(sr)(e,e′′′′), let us call

the result(e′′,(trs,tr)), proceeds on the basis of the enterprise

(e) and one chosen strategic resource view (sr) and “ideally

calculates” all possible tactical resource possibilities (trs),

and selects one, desirable tactical resource schedule & allo-

cation (tr). Again trm can not be fully algorithmitised. But

some combinations of partial answer computations and de-

cision support can be provided.

Operations resource management, orm(tr)(e,e′′′′), let us

call the result (e′′′,or), proceeds on the basis of the enter-

prise (e) and one chosen tactical resource view (tr) and ef-

fectively decides on one operations resource view (or). Typ-

ically orm can be algorithmitised — applying standard op-

erations research techniques.

We refer to [5] for details on the above and below model.

Actual enterprise operation, ope, enables, but does not

guarantee, some “common” view of the enterprise: ope de-

pends on the views of the enterprise, its context, state and

environment, e, as “passed down” by management; and

ope applies, according to prescriptions kept in the enter-

prise context and state, actions, a, to named (rn:Rn) sets of

resources.

The above account is, obviously, rather “idealised”. But,

hopefully, indicative of what is going on.

Relating the above schematic example to the railway do-

main we may suggest: Resources R include access to (not

necessarily ownership of) the rail net, rights to rent pas-

senger train carriages and locomotives, staff, monies, etc.

Strategic resources is, for example, about needing addi-

tional or changed rail net access rights, needing further or

different kinds of train sets, etc. Strategic resource manage-

ment , srm, typically brings many operators together, ne-

gotiating with rail infrastructure owners about access rights,
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and with train set leasing (and lease finance) companies for

rental of train sets, etc. srs:SRS designates all possible out-

comes of a company’s own strategic planning, sr:SR desig-

nates a negotiated solution. Tactical resources is, for exam-

ple, now about the rostering of train staff (crew allocation),

allocation of train sets to maintenance locations, etc. Tacti-

cal resource management , trm, typically involves negotia-

tion with trade unions, with maintenance units, etc. trs:TRS
designates all possible outcomes of a company’s own tac-

tical planning (its negotiating options), tr:TR designates a

negotiated solution. &c.

To give a further abstraction of the “life cycle” of the en-

terprise, we “idealise” it, as now shown:

value

enterprise: RS
∼
→ E

∼
→ Unit

enterprise(rs)(e) ≡
if p(rs)(e) then

let (e′,(srs,sr)) = srm(rs)(e,e′′′′),

(e
′′
,(trs,tr)) = trm(sr)(e,e

′′′′
),

(e′′′,or) = orm(tr)(e,e′′′′),

(e′′′′,rs′) = ope(or)(tr)(sr)(e,e′,e′′,e′′′) in

let e′′′′′:E • p′(e′′′′,e′′′′′) in

enterprise(rs′)(e′′′′′) end end

else stop end

p′: E × E → Bool

The enterprise re-invocation argument, rs′, a result of op-

erations, is intended to reflect the use of strategically, tac-

tically and operationally acquired, spatially and task allo-

cated and scheduled resources, including partial consump-

tion, “wear & tear”, loss, replacements, etc.

The let e′′′′′:E • p
′
(e′′′′,e′′′′′) in . . . shall model a chang-

ing environment.

Thus there were two forms of recursion at play here: The

simple tail-recursion, and the recursive “build-up” of the en-

terprise state e′′′′. The latter is the interesting one. Solution,

by iteration towards some acceptable, not necessarily mini-

mal fix-point, “mimics” the way the three levels of manage-

ment and the “floor” operations change that state and “pass

it around, up-&-down” the management “hierarchy”. The

operate function “unifies” the views that different manage-

ment levels have of the enterprise, and influences their de-

cision making. Dependence on E also models potential in-

teraction between enterprise management and, conceivably,

all other stake-holders.

Discussion: We remind the reader that — in the previ-

ous example — we are “only” modelling the domain ! That

model is, obviously, sketchy. But we believe it portrays im-

portant facets of domain modelling and stake-holder per-

spectives. The stake–holders were, to repeat: Strategy (“ex-

ecutive”) management (srm, p), tactical (“line”) manage-

ment (trm), operations (“floor”) management (orm), and

the workers (ope). The perspective being modelled focused

on two aspects: Their individual jobs, as “modelled” by the

“functions” (srm, p, trm, orm, ope), and their interactions,

as “modelled” by the passing around of arguments (e, e′,
e′′, e′′′, e′′′′) The let e′′′′′:E • p

′
(e′′′′,e′′′′′) in . . . which

“models” the changing environment is thus summarising the

perspectives of “all other” stake–holders !

We are modelling a domain with all its imperfections: We

are not specifying anything algorithmically; all functions

are rather loosely, hence partially defined, in fact only their

signature is given. This means that we model well-managed

as well as badly, sloppily, or disastrously managed enter-

prises. We can, of course, define a great number of predi-

cates on the enterprise state and its environment (e:E), and

we can partially characterise intrinsics — facts that must al-

ways be true of an enterprise, no matter how.

If we “programme-specified” the enterprise then we

would not be modelling the domain of enterprises, but a

specifically “business process engineered” enterprise. Or

we would be into requirements engineering — we claim.

Technique of Modelling the Stake–holder Perspective

Concept: Emphasise how the distinct stake-holders inter-

act, which phenomena in the domain they generate, share,

or consume. This ‘technique’ follows up on the ‘Stake–

holder’ modelling technique.

A.3 Discussion

The stake-holder example given above is “sketchy”. It

identifies, we believe, the most important entities and opera-

tions that are relevant to a small number of interacting stake-

holders. We believe that “rough sketches” like the above are

necessary in the iterative development of domains.

B. Domain Facets

We shall outline the following facets:

Domain intrinsics: That which is common to all facets.

Domain support technologies: That in terms of which

several other facets (intrinsics, management & organisation,

and rules & regulations) are implemented.

Domain management & organisation: That which pri-

marily determines and constrains communication between

enterprise stake-holders.

Domain rules & regulations: That which guides the

work of enterprise stake-holders, their interaction, and the

interaction with non-enterprise stake-holders.

Domain human behaviour: The way in which domain

stake-holders despatch their actions and interactions wrt.

enterprise: dutifully, forgetfully, sloppily, yes even crimi-

nally.

We shall briefly characterise each of these facets. We ven-

ture to express “specification patterns” that “most closely

capture” essences of the facet.

Separating the treatment of each of these (and possibly

other) facets reflect a principle:

The Development Principle of Separation of Concerns

expresses that when possible one should separate distin-
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guishable concerns and treat them separately.

Discussion: We believe that the facets we shall present

can be treated separately in most developments — but not

necessarily always. Separation or not is a matter also of de-

velopment as well as of presentation style.

The separation, in more generality, of computing systems

development into the triptych of domain engineering, re-

quirements engineering and machine (hardware + software)

design, is also a result of separation of concerns — as are the

separations of domain requirements, interface requirements

and machine requirements (within requirements engineer-

ing), as well as the separations of software architecture and

program organisation design [6].

B.1 Intrinsics

Railways, although they have many “players and actors”

revolve around some core notions: The rail net and trains on

these.

• The Concept:

Characterisation: Intrinsics: That which is common to

all facets.

• An Example:

Example: Rail nets and switches. We first give a sum-

mary view of a domain model for railway nets, first infor-

mally, then formally, leaving out axioms: A railway net con-

sists of two or more stations and one or more lines. Nets,

lines and stations consists of rail units. A rail unit is either

a linear unit, or a switch unit, or a crossover unit, etc. Units

have connectors. A linear unit has two connectors, a switch

unit has three, a crossover unit has four, etc. A line is a lin-

ear sequence of connected linear units. A station usually has

all kinds of units. A line connects exactly two distinct sta-

tions. A station contains one or more tracks (say, pragmati-

cally, for passenger platforms or for cargo sidings). A path

is a pair of connectors of a unit, and pragmatically defines a

way for a train to traverse that unit. A unit is at any one time

in a state (σ), which we may consider a set of paths. Over a

lifetime a unit may attain one or another state in that unit’s

state space (ω).

type

N, L, S, Tr, U, C

value

obs Ls: N → L-set, obs Ss: N → S-set,

obs Us: (N|L|S) → U-set, obs Cs: U → C-set

obs Trs: S → Tr-set

type

P′ = U × (C×C), Σ = P-set, Ω = Σ-set

P = {| p:P′
• let (u,(c,c′))=p in (c,c′)∈ obs Σ(u) end |}

value

obs Σ: U → Σ, obs Ω: U → Ω

[7] elaborates further on the model just presented: Formally

defines the axioms that suitably constrain the types.

From the perspective of a train passenger or a cargo cus-

tomer it is not part of the intrinsics that nets have units

and units have connectors. Therefore also paths, states and

state-spaces are not part of the intrinsics of a net as seen from

such stake–holders.

From the perspective of the train driver and of those who

provide the setting of switches and signalling in general,

units, paths, and states are indeed part of the intrinsics: The

intrinsics of a rail switch is that it can take on a number

of states. A simple switch (
c|
Y

c/

c
) has three connectors:

{c, c|, c/}. c is the connector of the common rail from which

one can either “go straight” c|, or “fork” c/. So we have that

ωgs :
{{},
{(c, c|)}, {(c, c|), (c|, c)}, {(c|, c)},
{(c, c/)}, {(c, c/), (c/, c)}, {(c/, c)},
{(c, c/), (c|, c)}, {(c, c/), (c/, c), (c|, c)}, {(c/, c), (c|, c)}}

ideally models a general switch. Any particular switch ωps

may haveωps⊂ωgs . Nothing is said about how a state is de-

termined: Who sets and resets it, whether determined solely

by the physical position of the switch gear, or also by visi-

ble or virtual (ie. invisible, intangible) signals up or down

the rail away from the switch.

• Methodological Consequences:

The Principle of Modelling the Intrinsics Domain
Facet expresses that in any modelling one first form and de-

scribe the intrinsic concepts.

Technique of Modelling the Intrinsics Domain Facet:
The intrinsics model of a domain is a partial specification.

As such it involves the use of well–nigh all description prin-

ciples. Typically we resort to property oriented models, ie.

sorts and axioms.

• Discussion:

Thus the intrinsics become part of every one of the next

facets. From an algebraic semantics point of view these lat-

ter are extension of the above.

B.2 Support Technologies

Railway systems are dominated by a rather large, if not

“huge” varieties of technology legacy: Old, newer and lat-

est mechanics, electro–mechanics, electronics and mecha–

tronics support for large diversities of functions.

• The Concept:

Characterisation: Support Technology — that in terms

of which several other facets (intrinsics, management & or-

ganisation, and rules & regulations) are implemented.

• An Example:

Example: Railway switches. An example of different

technology stimuli: A railway switch, “in ye olde days”

of the “childhood” of railways, was manually “thrown”;
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later it could be7 mechanically controlled from a distance by

wires and momentum “amplification”; again later it could

be electro-mechanically controlled from a further distance

by electric signals that then activated mechanical controls;

and today switches are usually controlled in groups that are

electronically interlocked.

An aspect of supporting technology includes the record-

ing of state-behaviour in response to external stimuli. Fig-

ure 1 indicates a way of formalising this aspect of a support-

ing technology.

sed

sw/esd sw/ess

di/edd di/eds

di/1-pdd-edd

sw/psd

di/pds

sw/1-psd-esd

di/pdd

sw/pss

di/1-pds-eds

sw/1-pss-ess

Input stimuli:
sw: Switch to switched state

di: Revert to direct state

Probabilities:
pss: Switching to switched state from switched state

psd: Switching to switched state from direct state

pds: Reverting to direct state from switched state

pds: Reverting to direct state from direct state

esd: Switching to error state from direct state

edd: Reverting to error state from direct state

ess: Switching to error state from switched state

eds: Reverting to error state from switched state

 0 <= p.. <= 1

States:
s: Switched state

d: Direct (reverted) state

e: Error state

Fig. 1. Probabilistic State Switching

Figure 1 intends to model the probabilistic (erroneous and

correct) behaviour of a switch when subjected to settings

(to switched (s) state) and re–settings (to direct (d) state).

A switch may go to the switched state from the direct state

when subjected to a switch setting s with probability psd.

Etcetera.

• Another Example:

Another example shows another aspect of support tech-

nology.

Example: Railway Optical Gates. Train traffic (iTF), in-

trinsically, is a total function over some time interval, from

time (T) to monotonically positioned (P) trains (TN).

Conventional optical gates “sample”, at regular intervals,

the intrinsic train traffic. Hence the collection of all optical

gates is a partial function8 from intrinsic to sampled train

traffics (sTF).

type

T, TN

7‘It was, but can still be &c.’
8This example is due to my former MSc Thesis student Kristian M.

Kalsing

P = U∗

iTF = T → (N × (TN →m P))

sTF = T →m (N × (TN →m P))

value

[ optical gates ] og: iTF
∼
→ sTF

[ close ] c: N × (P × P)
∼
→ Bool

axiom

∀ itt:iTF • let stt = og(itt) in ∀ t:T • t ∈ dom stt •

t ∈ dom itt ∧ ∀ Tn:TN • tn ∈ dom itt(t) ⇒
tn ∈ dom stt(t) ∧ c((itt(t))(tn),(stt(t))(tn)) end

The axioms express a property that one expects to hold for

optical gates: That the optical gate–recorded train positions

are close to those of the trains in the actual world

N was defined in Section II-B.1. Since units change state

with time, N need be part of any model of traffic.

• Methodological Consequences:

Technique of Modelling the Support Technology Do-
main Facet: The support technologies model of a domain

is a partial specification — hence all the usual abstraction

and modelling principles, techniques and tools apply. More

specifically: Support technologies (st:ST) “implements”

intrinsic contexts and states: γi : Γi, σi : Σi in terms of

“actual” contexts and states: γa : Γa, σa : Σa

type

Syntax,

Γ i, VAL i, Γ a, VAL a,

ST = Γ i
∼
→ Γ a

value

sts:ST-set

axiom

∀ st:ST • st ∈ sts ⇒ ...

Support technology is not a refinement, but an extension.

Support technology typically introduces considerations of

technology accuracy, failure, etc. Axioms characterise

members of the set of support technologies sts. An example

axiom was given in the optical gate example .

The Principle of Modelling the Support Technology
Domain Facet is a principle that is relative to all other do-

main facets. It expresses that one must first describe essen-

tial intrinsics. Then it expresses that support technology is

any means of implementing concrete instantiations of some

intrinsics, of some management & organisation, and/or of

some rules & regulations. Generally the principle states that

one must always be on the look-out for and inspire new sup-

port technologies. The most abstract form of the principle

is: “What is a support technology one day becomes part of

the domain intrinsics a future day” .

• Discussion:

[52] exemplify the use of the Duration Calculus [14],

[18], [17], [13], [16] in describing supporting technologies
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that help achieve safe operation of a road level rail crossing.

The support technology facet descriptions “re–appear”

in the requirements definitions: Projected, instantiated, ex-

tended and initialised [6]. In the domain description we

“only” record our understanding of all aspects of support

technology “failures”. In the requirements definition we

then follow up and make decisions as to which kinds of

“breakdowns” the computing system, the machine, is to

handle, and what is to be achieved by such “handlings”.

B.3 Management and Organisation

Railway systems are characterised by usually highly

structured management organisations, rules and regulations

set up by upper echelons of management to be followed by

lower levels and by “ground” staff and users.

Examples: Train Monitoring In China, as an exam-

ple, re–scheduling of trains occur at stations and involves

telephone negotiations with neighbouring stations (“up and

down the lines”). Such re–scheduling negotiations by

phone imply reasonably strict management & organisation

(M&O). This kind of M&O reflects the geographical layout

of the rail net.

• The Concept:

Characterisation: Management and Organisation: That

which primarily determines and constrains communication

between enterprise stake-holders.

• Conceptual Examples — I:

Discussion: People staff enterprises, the components

of infrastructures with which we are concerned, for which

we develop software. The larger these enterprises, these

infrastructure components, are, the more need there is for

management & organisation. The rôle of management is

roughly, for our purposes, twofold: Firstly, to perform

strategic, tactical and operational work, to make strategic,

tactical and operational policies (cf. Section II-A.2) — in-

cluding rules & regulations, cf. Section II-B.4 — and to see

to it that they are followed. The rôle of management is, sec-

ondly, to react to adverse conditions: Unforeseen situations,

and decide upon their handling, ie. conflict resolution.

Policy setting should help non-management staff operate

normal situations — for which no management interference

is thus needed. And management “back-stops” problems:

Takes these problems off the shoulders of non-management

staff.

To help management and staff know who’s in charge

wrt. policy setting and problem handling, a clear concep-

tion of the overall organisation is needed: Organisation de-

fines lines of communication within management and staff

and between these. Whenever management and staff has

to turn to others for assistance they usually, in a reasonably

well–functioning enterprise, follow the command line: The

paths of organigrams — the usually hierarchical box and ar-

row/line diagrams.

• Methodological Consequences — I:

Techniques of Modelling the Management & Organ-

isational Domain Attributes Concepts: The manage-

ment & organisation model of a domain is a partial specifi-

cation — hence all the usual abstraction and modelling prin-

ciples, techniques and tools apply. More specifically: Man-

agement is a set of predicates, observer and generator func-

tions which either parameterise other, the operations func-

tions, that is: Determine their behaviour, or yield results that

become arguments to these other functions. We have indi-

cated, earlier, some of the techniques. Organisation is a set

of constraints on communication behaviours. “Hierarchi-

cal”, rather than “linear”, and “matrix” structured organisa-

tions can also be modelled as sets (of recursively invoked

sets) of equations.

• Conceptual Example — II:

Examples: Management & Organisation To relate

“classical” organigrams to formal descriptions we first show

such an organigram, see Figure 2, and then we show

schematic processes which — for a rather simple case (ie.

scenario) — model managers and managed !

Director

Board

Staff bStaff a Manager

Staff 1

Unit

A Hierarchical Organisation

Unit Staff 2

A Matrix Organisation

Board

Director

Manager Manager
.....

Functional

Unit

.....

Manager

Functional

Functional

Manager

Manager

Manager

Admin. Admin. Admin.

Unit

Unit

Unit

Unit

Unit

Unit

Fig. 2. Organisational Structures
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type Msg, Ψ, Σ, Sx

channel { ms[ i ]:Msg | i:Sx }
value

sys: Unit → Unit

mgr: Ψ→ in,out { ms[ i ] | i:Sx } Unit

stf: i:Sx → Σ→ in,out ms[ i ] Unit

sys() ≡ ‖ { stf(i)(iσ) | i:Sx } ‖ mgr(ψ)

mgr(ψ) ≡
let ψ′ = ... ;

(‖ {ms[ i ]!msg;f m(msg)(ψ)|i:Sx } )

⌈⌉⌊⌋ (⌈⌉⌊⌋ {let msg
′ = ms[ i ]? in

g m(msg′)(ψ) end|i:Sx}) in

mgr(ψ′) end

stf(i)(σ) ≡
let σ′ = ... ;

((let msg = ms[ i ] ? in f s(msg)(σ) end)

⌈⌉⌊⌋
(ms[ i ] ! msg′ ; g s(msg′)(σ))) in

stf(i)(σ′) end

f m, g m: Msg → Ψ→ Ψ,

f s, g s: Msg → Σ → Σ

Both manager and staff processes recurse (ie. iterates)

over possibly changing states. Management process non-

-deterministically, external choice, “alternates” between

“broadcast”–issuing orders to staff and receiving individ-

ual messages from staff. Staff processes likewise non-

-deterministically, external choice, “alternates” between

receiving orders from management and issuing individ-

ual messages to management. The example also illus-

trates modelling stake-holder behaviours as interacting

(here CSP–like, [29], [30], [48]) processes.

• Methodological Consequences — II:

Discussion: The strategic, tactical and operations re-

source management example of Section II-A.2 illustrated

another management & organisation description pattern. It

is based on a set of, in this case, recursive equations. Any

way of solving these equations, finding a suitable fix-point,

or an approximation thereof, including just choosing and

imposing an arbitrary “solution”, reflects some management

communication. The syntactic ordering of the equations —

in this case: a “linear” passing of enterprise “results” from

“upper” equations onto “lower” equations — reflects some

organisation.

The Principle of Modelling the Management & Or-
ganisation Domain Facets expresses that relations be-

tween resources, and decisions to acquire and dispose re-

sources, to de–, re– and schedule and de–, re– and allocate

resources, and to de–, re– and activate resources, are the pre-

rogatives of well-functioning management, reflect a func-

tioning organisation, and imply invocation of procedures

that are modelled as actions that “set up” and “take-down”

contexts and change states. As such these principles tell us

which sub-problems of development to tackle.

Techniques of Modelling the Management & Organisa-

tion Domain Facet: We have already, under techniques for

modelling ‘Stake–holder’ and ‘Stake–holder Perspectives’,

mentioned some of the techniques. Two “extremes” were

shown: Earlier we modelled individual management groups

by their respective functions (strm, trm, orm), and their in-

teraction (ie. organisation) by “solutions” to a set of recur-

sive equations ! Presently we modelled management & or-

ganisation, especially the latter, by communicating sequen-

tial behaviours.

• Discussion:

The domain models of management and organisation,

eventually find their way into requirements, and, hence, the

software design — for the cases that the requirements are

about computing support of management and its organisa-

tion.

Support to the solution of the recursive equations of the

earlier stake–holder example may be offered in the form of

constraint based logic solvers which may partially handle

logic characterisations of the strategic and tactical manage-

ment functions, and in the form of computerised support of

message passing between the various management groups

of the stake–holder example, as well as of the generic ex-

ample of the present part.

B.4 Rules & Regulations

Railway systems are characterised by large varieties of

rules for appropriate behaviour: Of trains, train despatch,

monitoring and control, of supporting technology, and

hence of humans at all levels.

• The Concept:

Characterisation: Rule. That which guides the work

of enterprise stake-holders and their support technologies,

as well as their interaction and the interaction with non-

enterprise stake-holders.

Characterisation: Regulation. That which stipulate

what is to happen if a rule can be detected not to have been

followed when such was deemed necessary.

Rules & regulations are set by enterprises, equipment

manufacturers, enterprise associations, [government] regu-

latory agencies, and by law.

• Two Examples:

We give two examples:

Example: Train at Stations.

Rule: In China arrival and departure of trains at, respec-

tively from railway stations are subject to the following rule:

In any three minute interval at most one train may either ar-

rive or depart.
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Regulation: Disciplinary procedures.

and:

Example: Train along Lines.

Rule: In many countries railway lines (between stations)

are segmented into blocks or sectors. The purpose is to stip-

ulate that if two or more trains are moving — obviously in

the same direction — along the line, then there must be at

least one free sector (ie. without a train) between any two

such trains.

Regulation: Disciplinary procedures.

• Methodological Consequences:

Technique of Modelling the Rules & Regulations Do-
main Facets: There are usually three kinds of syntax in-

volved wrt. (ie. when expressing) rules & regulations (resp.

when invoking actions that are subject to rules & regula-

tions): The syntaxes (Syntax rul, Syntax reg) describ-

ing rules, respectively regulations; and the syntax (Syn-
tax cmd) of [always current] domain external action stim-

uli. A rule, denotationally, is a predicate over domain stim-

uli, and current and next domain configurations (Γ). A reg-

ulation, denotationally, is a state changing function over do-

main stimuli, and current and next domain configurations

(Γ). We omit treatment of [current] stimuli:

type

Syntax cmd, Syntax rul, Syntax reg, Γ
Rules and Regulations = Syntax rul × Syntax reg

RUL = Γ→ Γ → Bool,

REG = Γ→ Γ
value

interp: Syntax rul → Γ → RUL-set,

interp: Syntax reg → Γ → REG

valid: RUL-set → Γ × Γ → Bool

valid(ruls)(γ,γ′) ≡
∀ rul:RUL • rul ∈ ruls ⇒ rul(γ)(γ′)

axiom

∀ (s ruls,s reg):Rules and Regulations,γ:Γ •

let (ruls,reg)=(interp(s rul)(γ),interp(s reg)(γ)) in

∃ γ′,γ′′:Γ • ∼valid(ruls)(γ,γ′)

⇒ reg(γ′)=γ′′ ∧ valid(ruls)(γ,γ′′)

end

Rules & regulations are therefore modelled by abstract or

concrete syntaxes of syntactic rules etc., by abstract types

of denotations, and by semantics definitions, usually in the

form of axioms or denotation–ascribing functions.

The Principle of Modelling the Rules & Regulations
Domain Facet expresses that domains are governed by

rules & regulations: By laws of nature or edicts by humans.

Laws of nature can be part of intrinsics, or can be modelled

as rules & regulations constraining the intrinsics. Edicts by

humans usually change, but are usually considered part of

an irregularly changing context, not a recurrently changing

state. Modelling techniques follow these principles.

• Rules & Regulation Scripts:

We discuss an issue, that arises with the above and which

points to possible precautionary and/or remedial actions —

as they would first be expressed in some requirements:

Discussion: Domain rules & regulations are usually for-

mulated in “almost legalese”, ie. in rather precise, albeit per-

haps “stilted” subsets of the professional language of the

domain in question. In cases such rules & regulation lan-

guages can be formalised, and we then call them script lan-

guages. A particular set of rules & regulations is thus a

script. Such script languages can be mechanised: Mak-

ing it “easy” for appropriate (rules & regulation issuing)

stake-holders to script such scripts — and to have them in-

serted into their computing system: As predicates that de-

tect rule violations, respectively suggest alternative actions

(than causing a potentially violating action) or remedy an

actual rule violation.

The rules & regulations, that may be stipulated for a do-

main, can thus find their way into requirements that specify

computerised support for their enforcement.

B.5 Human Behaviour

Railway systems are characterised by large physical dis-

tances between staff at all levels, staff whose behaviour can-

not always be closely monitored.

• The Concept:

Discussion: Some people try their best to perform ac-

tions according to expectations set by their colleagues, cus-

tomers, etc. And they usually succeed in doing so. They

are therefore judged reliable and trustworthy, good, punc-

tual professionals (b p) of their domain. Some people set

lower standards for their professional conduct: Are some-

times or often sloppy (b s), make mistakes, unknowingly or

even knowingly. And yet other people are outright delin-

quent (b d) in the despatch of their work: Could’nt care less

about living up to expectations of their colleagues and cus-

tomers. Finally some people are explicitly criminal (b c)

in the conduct of what they do: Deliberately “do the oppo-

site” of what is expected, circumvent rules & regulations,

etc. And we must abstract and model, in any given situation

where a human interferes in the “workings” of a domain ac-

tion, any one of the above possible behaviours.

Characterisation: Human Behaviour. The way in which

domain stake-holders despatch their actions and interactions

wrt. an enterprise: professionally, sloppily, delinquently,

yes even criminally.

• Methodological Consequences:

Techniques of Modelling the Human Behaviour (I–II)

Domain Facet: We often model the “arbitrariness” of hu-

man behaviour by internal non-determinism:

... b p ⌈⌉ b s ⌈⌉ b d ⌈⌉ b c ...
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The exact, possibly deterministic, meaning of each of the

b’s can be separately described.

In addition we can model human behaviour by the arbi-

trary selection of elements from sets and of subsets of sets:

type

X

value

hb i: X-set ...→ ... ,

hb i(xs,...) ≡ let x:X • x ∈ xs in ... end

hb j: X-set ...→ ... ,

hb j(xs,...) ≡ let xs′:X-set • xs′ ⊆ xs in ... end

The above shows just fragments of formal descriptions of

those parts which reflect human behaviour. Similar, loose,

descriptions are used when describing faulty supporting

technologies, or the “uncertainties” of the intrinsic world.

Technique of Modelling the Human Behaviour (III)

Domain Facet: Commensurate with the above, humans in-

terpret rules & regulations differently, and not always “con-

sistently” in the sense of repeatedly applying the same inter-

pretations. Our final specification pattern is therefore:

type

RULS = RUL-set

Action = Γ
∼
→ Γ-infset

value

interpret: Syntax rul → Γ→ RULS-infset

human behaviour: Action → Syntax rr → Γ
∼
→ Γ

human behaviour(α)(srr)(γ) as γ′

post

let γs = α(γ) in

∃ γ′:Γ • γ′ ∈ γs ∧
let rules:RULS • rules ∈ interpret(srr)(γ) in

∀ rule:RUL • rule ∈ rules ⇒ rule(γ)(γ′)

end end

The above is, necessarily, sketchy: There is a possibly in-

finite variety of ways of interpreting some rule[s]. A human,

in carrying out an action, interprets applicable rules and

choose a set which that person believes suits some (profes-

sional, sloppy, delinquent or criminal) intent. “Suits” means

that it satisfies the intent, ie. yields true on the pre/post state

pair, when the action is performed — whether as intended

by the ones who issued the rules & regulations or not.

Discussion: Please observe the difference between the

version of interpret as indicated in the “Rules & Regula-

tions” part of the paper and the present version: The former

reflected the semantics as intended by the stake–holder who

issued the rules & regulations. The latter reflects the profes-

sional, or the sloppy, or the delinquent, or the criminal se-

mantics as intended by the similarly “qualified” staff which

carries out the rule abiding or rule violating actions. Please

also observe that we do not here exemplify any regulations.

The Principle of Modelling the Human Behaviour
Domain Facet expresses what has now been mentioned

several times, namely that some people are perfect: Fol-

low rules & regulations as per intentions; other people are

sloppy: Fail to follow the prescriptions; and yet other peo-

ple are derelict or even criminal in the pursuit of their job:

Deliberately flaunts rules & regulations. And the principle

concludes that one must be prepared for the “worst”. That

is: Model it all.

III. CONCLUSION

Before software design for railway control applications

— applications that are usually safety–critical — can be

contemplated we must establish, firmly, the requirements.

Before requirements for such applications can be defined,

we must understand the domain. This is the main message

of this paper.

A corollary message is that of providing a number of prin-

ciples and techniques for developing domain descriptions,

and in particular to illustrate such which are applicable to

specific facets of (as here: Railway) domains.

A. Summary

We have covered a number of domain facets: Intrinsics

(‘the very basics’), support technologies (implementations

of some parts of other facets), management & organisation,

rules & regulations, and human behaviour. One can possi-

bly think of other facets. With each domain facet the “full

force” of all abstraction and modelling principles and tech-

niques apply, and a careful “sequencing” (“fitting-in”) of the

treatment of ‘that’ facet wrt. other facets must be consid-

ered.

For each of the facets we have shown principles of and

techniques for their modelling, and we have indicated that

these facet models may eventually find their way into re-

quirements models, and hence determine software designs.

B. Discussion

One will never be able, it is conjectured, to achieve a

complete domain model. But one can do far better than is

practice today — where no such models are even attempted.

Most claims of domain models are biased towards contem-

plated software designs, embody requirements, or are cov-

ering only some of the domain (thus implicitly) being pro-

jected onto requirements, etc.

When indeed errors, ie. “holes” in the domain descrip-

tion, are still discovered, later, perhaps after final software

delivery, then it is now easier, we claim, to pinpoint where

these errors first occurred, and hence who were the perpetra-

tors: The software, cum domain or requirements or design,

developers, or the stake-holders, or both parties.
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C. Relations to Requirements and Software Design

The results of informal as well as formal domain descrip-

tions of supporting technologies, of management and or-

ganisations, of rules and regulations, and of human short-

comings find their way into those requirements which de-

fine computerised support for taking precautionary actions

where technology failures and human errors can be de-

tected.

In the validation interaction between the software devel-

opers — who are major “players” in the development of

both domain descriptions and requirements definitions —

and the domain stake–holders, in that validation process, we

claim, many errors — that before could, and hence would,

creep unconsciously into the software development — can

now be avoided.

On one hand it is now easier to resolve legal issues, and,

as well, to repair malfunctioning software. The latter be-

cause, in its development, from domains via requirements

to designs, we adhere to an unstated principle: That of ho-

momorphic development: If two or more algebraically in-

dependent (“orthogonal”) concepts are expressed in the do-

main and are to be “found”, somehow, also in the software,

then their implementation must be likewise distinguishable.

IV. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

Space does not permit it, but below we refer to, and would

have liked, more individually to comment on, a long list

of additional reports, workshop papers and journal publica-

tions. Most are related to the issue of formalising require-

ments and design of mostly safety–critical railway software

applications. Suffice it, for now, also for these additional

references to serve as a starting point for studies: [34], [43],

[44], [15], [37], [3], [26], [25], [19], [45], [12], [31], [38],

[32], [20], [21], [46], [2], [24], [50], [11], [47], [27], [42],

[33], [28], [41], [1], [51], [35], [60], [54], [40], [39], [53],

[49], [9], [10]. As is seen, many of the papers are from

five workshops organised by Formal Methods Europe: [55],

[56], [57], [58], [59].
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